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Vineyards, Rocks, and Soils - Alex Maltman 2018
Jurassic, basalt, moraine, flint, alluvial, magma: what are these words
and what do they have to do with wine? The answers are here in this
book. They are geological terms that reflect a bond between wine and
the land. Understanding geology, however, is tricky. Geological concepts
are obscure; processes can be imperceptibly slow, invisible, and
unimaginably ancient. The terminology is formidable, such that even the
names of common rocks carry an air of mystery. Geology is introduced
plainly, starting with basic principles, all in the context of wine. The
emphasis is on the kinds of processes that shape vineyards, and on the
minerals, rocks and soils that host the vines. Geological words now
commonly seen in wine writings are systematically explained. You will
learn the stories behind some of the names, the human face of geology.
The book also explores how the geology-wine connection manifests in the
finished product and evaluates its importance, particularly in the
contexts of minerality, terroir, and wine taste. The fact is that geology is
increasingly being promoted in the world of wine; the aim here is to help
it be properly understood.
A History of Advertising - Stephane Pincas 2015-06-15
Strategic story: The making of modern advertising The history of western
advertising dates back to at least the 1630s, when Frenchman
Theophraste Renaudot placed the first advertising notes in La Gazette de
France, but the term "advertising agency" first appeared in 1842, when
Volney B. Palmer opened for business in Philadelphia. Widely accepted
as the birth of modern advertising, Palmer's venture marks the birth of a
creative industry that has radically transformed our culture and
language. Divided into sections by decades, this freshly updated edition
explores the legendary campaigns and brands of advertising's modern
history. With specific anecdotes and comments on the importance of
every campaign, it curates advertising gold right through to the last
decade. Check out the picture of the camel behind the legendary Camel
pack, the first Coca Cola ad, and the masterworks by Picasso and
Magritte that inspired advertising imagery.
American Cities - Gina D. B. Clemen 2009
New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago and New Orleans are
America's most distinctive and exciting cities. Open this book and find
out why!
Terroir - James E. Wilson (Geologist) 1998-01-01
The French word terroir is used to describe all the ecological factors that
make a particular type of wine special to the region of its origin. James E.
Wilson uses his training as a geologist and his years of research in the
wine regions of France to fully examine the concept of terroir. The result
combines natural history, social history, and scientific study, making this
a unique book that all wine connoisseurs and professionals will want
close at hand. In Part One Wilson introduces the full range of
environmental factors that together form terroir. He explains France's
geological foundation; its soil, considered the "soul" of a vineyard; the
various climates and microclimates; the vines, their history and how each
type has evolved; and the role that humans--from ancient monks to
modern enologists--have played in viticulture. Part Two examines the
history and habitat of each of France's major wine regions. Wilson
explores the question of why one site yields great wines while an
adjacent site yields wines of lesser quality. He also looks at cultural
influences such as migration and trade and at the adaptations made by
centuries of vignerons to produce distinctive wine styles. Wilson skillfully
presents both technical information and personal anecdotes, and the
book's photographs, maps, and geologic renderings are extremely
helpful. The appendices contain a glossary and information on the
labeling of French wines. With a wealth of information explained in clear
English, Wilson's book enables wine readers to understand and
appreciate the mystique of terroir. The French word terroir is used to
describe all the ecological factors that make a particular type of wine
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special to the region of its origin. James E. Wilson uses his training as a
geologist and his years of research in the wine regions of France to fully
examine the concept of terroir. The result combines natural history,
social history, and scientific study, making this a unique book that all
wine connoisseurs and professionals will want close at hand. In Part One
Wilson introduces the full range of environmental factors that together
form terroir. He explains France's geological foundation; its soil,
considered the "soul" of a vineyard; the various climates and
microclimates; the vines, their history and how each type has evolved;
and the role that humans--from ancient monks to modern enologists-have played in viticulture. Part Two examines the history and habitat of
each of France's major wine regions. Wilson explores the question of why
one site yields great wines while an adjacent site yields wines of lesser
quality. He also looks at cultural influences such as migration and trade
and at the adaptations made by centuries of vignerons to produce
distinctive wine styles. Wilson skillfully presents both technical
information and personal anecdotes, and the book's photographs, maps,
and geologic renderings are extremely helpful. The appendices contain a
glossary and information on the labeling of French wines. With a wealth
of information explained in clear English, Wilson's book enables wine
readers to understand and appreciate the mystique of terroir.
American Design - Russell Flinchum 2008
"The story of American design, told through works selected from the
collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York" -- from back cover.
The World Atlas of Wine - Hugh Johnson 1985
The San Francisco Chronicle has called The World Atlas of Wine "a
glorious book", and now, in its fourth edition, this treasured classic
expands its coverage and enhances its beauty, with stunning updated
full-color artwork throughout. 1,400 illustrations, 84 photos, 185 maps,
24 charts.
Understanding Vineyard Soils - Robert Edwin White 2015
The first edition of Understanding Vineyard Soils has been praised for its
comprehensive coverage of soil topics relevant to viticulture. However,
the industry is dynamic--new developments are occurring, especially with
respect to measuring soil variability, managing soil water, possible
effects of climate change, rootstock breeding and selection, monitoring
sustainability, and improving grape quality and the "typicity" of wines.
All this is embodied in an increased focus on the terroir or "sense of
place" of vineyard sites, with greater emphasis being placed on wine
quality relative to quantity in an increasingly competitive world market.
The promotion of organic and biodynamic practices has raised a general
awareness of "soil health", which is often associated with a soil's biology,
but which to be properly assessed must be focused on a soil's physical,
chemical, and biological properties. This edition of White's influential
book presents the latest updates on these and other developments in soil
management in vineyards. With a minimum of scientific jargon,
Understanding Vineyard Soils explains the interaction between soils on a
variety of parent materials around the world and grapevine growth and
wine typicity. The essential chemical and physical processes involving
nutrients, water, oxygen and carbon dioxide, moderated by the activities
of soil organisms, are discussed. Methods are proposed for alleviating
adverse conditions such as soil acidity, sodicity, compaction, poor
drainage, and salinity. The pros and cons of organic viticulture are
debated, as are the possible effects of climate change. The author
explains how sustainable wine production requires winegrowers to take
care of the soil and minimize their impact on the environment. This book
is a practical guide for winegrowers and the lay reader who is seeking
general information about soils, but who may also wish to pursue in more
depth the influence of different soil types on vine performance and wine
character.
New Total English - 2011
"New DVD material with Film Bank on the Active Book disc. New Writing
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Bank which makes writing a fun and engaging activity. Pronunciation
Bank gives students phonetic examples of unit vocabulary. Active Book is
the digital version of the Students' Book with interactive activities. Easy
navigation of the Students' Book pages with zoom facility. Video
available at the touch of a button." -- Product description.
Italian Wine Unplugged Grape by Grape - S. Kim 2017
This is Paradise! - Hyok Kang 2007
The author describes everyday life in North Korea and his migration to
China to seek asylum.
Garibaldi - Alfonso Scirocco 2021-08-10
What adventure novelist could have invented the life of Giuseppe
Garibaldi? The revolutionary, soldier, politician, and greatest figure in
the fight for Italian unification, Garibaldi (1807-1882) brought off almost
as many dramatic exploits in the Americas as he did in Europe, becoming
an international freedom fighter, earning the title of the "hero of two
worlds," and making himself perhaps the most famous and beloved man
of his century. Alfonso Scirocco's Garibaldi is the most up-to-date,
authoritative, comprehensive, and convincing biography of Garibaldi yet
written. In vivid narrative style and unprecedented detail, and drawing
on many new sources that shed fresh light on important events, Scirocco
tells the full story of Garibaldi's fascinating public and private life,
separating its myth-like reality from the outright myths that have
surrounded Garibaldi since his own day. Scirocco tells how Garibaldi
devoted his energies to the liberation of Italians and other oppressed
peoples. Sentenced to death for his role in an abortive Genoese
insurrection in 1834, Garibaldi fled to South America, where he joined
two successive fights for independence--Rio Grande do Sul's against
Brazil and Uruguay's against Argentina. He returned to Italy in 1848 to
again fight for Italian independence, leading seven more campaigns,
including the spectacular capture of Sicily. During the American Civil
War, Abraham Lincoln even offered to make him a general in the Union
army. Presenting Garibaldi as a complex and even contradictory figure,
Scirocco shows us the pacifist who spent much of his life fighting; the
nationalist who advocated European unification; the republican who
served a king; and the man who, although compared by contemporaries
to Aeneas and Odysseus, refused honors and wealth and spent his last
years as a farmer.
Géosensorial Wine Tasting - Jacky Rigaux 2015
Etna. I Vini Del Vulcano. Ediz. Inglese - Salvo Foti 2020
Native Wine Grapes of Italy - Ian D'Agata 2014-05-16
Mountainous terrain, volcanic soils, innumerable microclimates, and an
ancient culture of winemaking influenced by Greeks, Phoenicians, and
Romans make Italy the most diverse country in the world of wine. This
diversity is reflected in the fact that Italy grows the largest number of
native wine grapes known, amounting to more than a quarter of the
worldÕs commercial wine grape types. Ian DÕAgata spent thirteen years
interviewing producers, walking vineyards, studying available research,
and tasting wines to create this authoritative guide to ItalyÕs native
grapes and their wines. Writing with great enthusiasm and deep
knowledge, DÕAgata discusses more than five hundred different native
Italian grape varieties, from Aglianico to Zibibbo. DÕAgata provides
details about how wine grapes are identified and classified, what clones
are available, which soils are ideal, and what genetic evidence tells us
about a varietyÕs parentage. He gives historical and anecdotal accounts
of each grape variety and describes the characteristics of wines made
from the grape. A regional list of varieties and a list of the best producers
provide additional guidance. Comprehensive, thoroughly researched, and
engaging, this book is the perfect companion for anyone who wants to
know more about the vast enological treasures cultivated in Italy.
The Science of Wine - Jamie Goode 2005
"The Science of Wine does an outstanding job of integrating 'hard'
science about wine with the emotional aspects that make wine
appealing."--Patrick J. Mahaney, former senior Vice President for wine
quality at Robert Mondavi Winery "Jamie Goode is a rarity in the wine
world: a trained scientist who can explain complicated subjects without
dumbing them down or coming over like a pointy head. It also helps that
he's a terrific writer with a real passion for his subject."--Tim Atkin MW,
The Observer
Italy's Native Wine Grape Terroirs - Ian D'Agata 2019-08-27
Italy’s Native Wine Grape Terroirs is the definitive reference book on the
myriad crus and the grand cru wine production areas of Italy’s native
wine grapes. Ian D’Agata’s approach to discussing wine, both scientific
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and discursive, provides an easy-to-read, enjoyable guide to Italy’s best
terroirs. Descriptions are enriched with geologic data, biotype and clonal
information, producer anecdotes and interviews, and facts and figures
compiled over fifteen years of research devoted to wine terroirs. In-depth
analysis is provided for the terroirs that produce both the well-known
wines (Barolo, Chianti Classico, Brunello di Montalcino) and those not as
well-known (Grignolino d’Asti, Friuli Colli Orientali Picolit, Ischia).
Everyday wine lovers, beginners, and professionals alike will find this
new book to be the perfect complement to D’Agata’s previous awardwinning Native Wine Grapes of Italy.
The Witches of Wenshar - Barbara Hambly 2011-03-29
From a New York Times–bestselling author, the tale of a mercenary who
must master his newfound magic to battle a powerful evil. After a
lifetime of brutal war, which he survived only through strength and
daring, the mercenary Sun Wolf was shocked to discover within himself
an inclination toward magic. Accompanied by his lieutenant, Starhawk,
he travels across the forbidding desert to the land of Wenshar, where
witchcraft is said to flourish. There he seeks out a witch with powers far
beyond her years, who is rumored to have mastered the ancient art of
white magic. But when he and Starhawk finally reach her, there is evil in
the air—an evil against which all their might is useless. Sun Wolf must
learn to harness his newfound powers—or be taken by this sinister trap.
This ebook features an illustrated biography of Barbara Hambly,
including rare photos and never-before-seen documents from the
author’s personal collection.
Postmodern Winemaking - Clark Smith 2013-06-03
In Postmodern Winemaking, Smith shares knowledge he has
accumulated in engaging, humorous, and erudite essays that convey a
new vision of the winemaker’s craft—one that credits the crucial roles
played by both science and art in the winemaking process. Smith, a
leading innovator in red wine production techniques, explains how
traditional enological education has led many winemakers
astray—enabling them to create competent, consistent wines while
putting exceptional wines of structure and mystery beyond their grasp.
Great wines, he claims, demand a personal and creative engagement
with many elements of the process. His lively exploration of the facets of
postmodern winemaking, together with profiles of some of its
practitioners, is both entertaining and enlightening.
Saiplane Design Examples. Design Calculation Example Structural
Dimensioning (with Technical Specifications and Design Rules) - Vittorio
Pajno 2016
The Man Who Found Time - Jack Repcheck 2010-02
There are four men whose life's work helped free science from the
straitjacket of religion. Three of the four - Nicolaus Copernicus, Galileo
Galilei, and Charles Darwin - are widely heralded for their
breakthroughs. The fourth, James Hutton, is comparatively unknown. A
Scottish gentleman farmer, Hutton's observations on his small tract of
land led him to a theory that directly contradicted biblical claims that the
Earth was only 6,000 years old. Telling the story not only of Hutton, but
of the rich intellectual milieu of the Scottish Enlightenment, which
brought together some of the greatest thinkers of the age - from David
Hume and Adam Smith to James Watt and Erasmus Darwin - The Man
Who Found Time is an enlightening, engaging narrative about a littleknown man and the science he established.
The Great Big Green Book - Mary Hoffman 2018-07-05
"Think of the future. Can you imagine our planet as beautiful as it used to
be? You could be the one to help make it beautiful again, with the things
you do and the ideas you have. Your planet needs YOU!" From a simple
introduction to our home in Space, the authors explain what we need for
life on Earth, and show the importance of the rainforests and the oceans;
they stress the need to look after our planet and show how some of the
things we take for granted are running out, and how we have polluted so
much our planet. The action plans include saving water, saving energy,
recycling, repairing, growing seasonal food, cooking fresh food, saving
on packing, asking questions... and thinking of new inventions and big
ideas.
An Itinerary Containing His Ten Yeeres Travell - Fynes Moryson
1907
A Short History of Drunkenness - Mark Forsyth 2018-05-08
From the internationally bestselling author of The Etymologicon, a lively
and fascinating exploration of how, throughout history, each civilization
has found a way to celebrate, or to control, the eternal human drive to
get sloshed “An entertaining bar hop though the past 10,000
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years.”—The New York Times Book Review Almost every culture on earth
has drink, and where there’s drink there’s drunkenness. But in every age
and in every place drunkenness is a little bit different. It can be religious,
it can be sexual, it can be the duty of kings or the relief of peasants. It
can be an offering to the ancestors, or a way of marking the end of a
day’s work. It can send you to sleep, or send you into battle. Making
stops all over the world, A Short History of Drunkenness traces
humankind’s love affair with booze from our primate ancestors through
to the twentieth century, answering every possible question along the
way: What did people drink? How much? Who did the drinking? Of the
many possible reasons, why? On the way, learn about the Neolithic
Shamans, who drank to communicate with the spirit world (no pun
intended), marvel at how Greeks got giddy and Sumerians got sauced,
and find out how bars in the Wild West were never quite like in the
movies. This is a history of the world at its inebriated best.
A Tribute to the Great Wines of Burgundy - Jacky Rigaux 2009
Amber Revolution - Simon J Woolf 2021-10-05
A must-have volume for all wine lovers and those who love orange wine.
Written by renowned orange wine expert and award winning writer
Simon J. Woolf, Amber Revolution is the world's first book to tell the full,
forgotten story of this ancient wine (white wine made like a red wine)
and its modern struggle to gain acceptance. It is a tale of lost identity,
the fight for survival, and pioneering winemakers--from the Caucasus to
the Adriatic. White grapes are left in contact with their skins for days,
weeks or months during fermentation, creating stunning complexity,
unusual aromas and intense flavors. The extended skin contact gives
these wines bold amber, russet, or orange tints. The technique is ancient,
but the hype is new and fast growing. This book includes profiles of 180
of the best producers from 20 countries worldwide and is crammed full
of all the information you need to find the best orange wines worldwide
together with tips for how to buy, enjoy, food-match and age them.
Beautifully illustrated with over 150 specially commissioned photos,
Amber Revolution is an essential reference work for any wine lover,
sommelier, retailer or producer who loves orange wine. Written by
renowned orange wine expert and award winning writer Simon J. Woolf,
Amber Revolution is the world's first book to tell the full, forgotten story
of this ancient wine (white wine made like a red wine) and its modern
struggle to gain acceptance. It is a tale of lost identity, the fight for
survival, and pioneering winemakers--from the Caucasus to the Adriatic.
White grapes are left in contact with their skins for days, weeks or
months during fermentation, creating stunning complexity, unusual
aromas and intense flavors. The extended skin contact gives these wines
bold amber, russet, or orange tints. The technique is ancient, but the
hype is new and fast growing. This book includes profiles of 180 of the
best producers from 20 countries worldwide and is crammed full of all
the information you need to find the best orange wines worldwide
together with tips for how to buy, enjoy, food-match and age them.
Beautifully illustrated with over 150 specially commissioned photos,
Amber Revolution is an essential reference work for any wine lover,
sommelier, retailer or producer who loves orange wine.
Voices - Dacia Maraini 1997
Just after radio journalist Michela Canova finds out that her neighbour,
Angela, has been murdered, she is asked to prepare a radio series on
crimes against women. Researching the programmes, Michela is forced
to confront the horror and violence of big city life. Did Angela drive her
many admirers to the very limit of sexual frenzy until one of them
exploded? And why does Michela see the same pattern of incitement and
repulsion repeat itself in her own relationships? Dacia Maraini asks a
fundamental question about the human condition: how can individuals
escape patterns of domination, that are in place the world over? Her
sophisticated answers show why Maraini is one of Europe's outstanding
voices.
Neurogastronomy - Gordon Shepherd 2013-07-16
Challenging the belief that the sense of smell diminished during human
evolution, Shepherd argues that this sense, which constitutes the main
component of flavor, is far more powerful and essential than previously
believed. --from publisher description.
Neuroenology - Gordon M. Shepherd 2016-11-22
In his new book, Gordon M. Shepherd expands on the startling discovery
that the brain creates the taste of wine. This approach to understanding
wine's sensory experience draws on findings in neuroscience,
biomechanics, human physiology, and traditional enology. Shepherd
shows, just as he did in Neurogastronomy: How the Brain Creates Flavor
and Why It Matters, that creating the taste of wine engages more of the
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brain than does any other human behavior. He clearly illustrates the
scientific underpinnings of this process, along the way enhancing our
enjoyment of wine. Neuroenology is the first book on wine tasting by a
neuroscientist. It begins with the movements of wine through the mouth
and then consults recent research to explain the function of retronasal
smell and its extraordinary power in creating wine taste. Shepherd
comprehensively explains how the specific sensory pathways in the
cerebral cortex create the memory of wine and how language is used to
identify and imprint wine characteristics. Intended for a broad audience
of readers—from amateur wine drinkers to sommeliers, from casual
foodies to seasoned chefs—Neuroenology shows how the emotion of
pleasure is the final judge of the wine experience. It includes practical
tips for a scientifically informed wine tasting and closes with a delightful
account of Shepherd's experience tasting classic Bordeaux vintages with
French winemaker Jean-Claude Berrouet of the Chateau Petrus and
Dominus Estate.
Il vino capovolto. La degustazione geosensoriale e altri scritti.
Ediz. italiana e francese - Jacky Rigaux 2021
La côte chalonnaise - Marie-Hélène Landrieu-Lussigny 2018-10-25
The Flavor Matrix - James Briscione 2018
One of Smithsonian Magazine's Ten Best Food Books of the Year A
revolutionary new guide to pairing ingredients, based on a famous chef's
groundbreaking research into the chemical basis of flavor As an
instructor at one of the world's top culinary schools, James Briscione
thought he knew how to mix and match ingredients. Then he met IBM
Watson. Working with the supercomputer to turn big data into delicious
recipes, Briscione realized that he (like most chefs) knew next to nothing
about why different foods taste good together. That epiphany launched
him on a quest to understand the molecular basis of flavor--and it led, in
time, to The Flavor Matrix. A groundbreaking ingredient-pairing guide,
The Flavor Matrix shows how science can unlock unheard-of possibilities
for combining foods into astonishingly inventive dishes. Briscione distills
chemical analyses of different ingredients into easy-to-use infographics,
and presents mind-blowing recipes that he's created with them. The
result of intensive research and incredible creativity in the kitchen, The
Flavor Matrix is a must-have for home cooks and professional chefs alike:
the only flavor-pairing manual anyone will ever need.
Epistenologia - Nicola Perullo 2021-05-13T00:00:00+02:00
Si può filosofare con tutto. Questo libro suggerisce una filosofia con il
vino, dove il con – “insieme a” ma anche “attraverso” il vino – apre alla
coscienza, alla consapevolezza, alla compassione, alla connivenza e alla
comunicazione. Mettendo in questione la modalità convenzionale e
moderna di apprezzamento del vino, basata sull’analisi sensoriale e sulla
frammentazione secondo l’imitazione del metodo scientifico analitico, si
propone una via alternativa che percorre i sentieri di un radicale
relazionismo. Il vino diventa così paradigma di un’esperienza relazionale.
Nell’incontro con il vino si intersecano immagini e traiettorie e si danno
possibilità e creazioni sempre nuove. Tramite un approccio che
sensibilizza all’attenzione e all’ascolto, potenzia l’immaginazione, educa
alla creatività della percezione, responsabilizza alle scelte che compiamo,
il volume, presentato qui in una nuova edizione, aggiornata e ampliata, si
propone come una guida per “imparare a imparare” grazie ai nodi creati
dall’incontro tra noi e il vino. Un saggio per scoprirsi, con la coda
dell’occhio e la sensibilità della lingua, sulla soglia di nuovi compiti che
sempre ci attendono.
My First Steps Baby Girl - 2010-09-15
This 11in x 10in hardcover photo album has beautifully designed pages
with lovely photographs by Elle Mendenhall and pink accents to collect
baby's first memories. This lovely gift will be a cherished gift for any
baby shower, and parents searching for a stylish, elegant way to record
their daugher's first moments will enjoy storing their most special
memories in this book.
Burgundy. The Vineyards of the Côte D'Or - Armando Castagno 2019
The Ball Game - Hervé Tullet 2014-02-03
A book with accordion pages that can be stood up or laid down features
die-cut holes through which a paper ball can be thrown, flicked, or shot
with a rubber band, on pages illustrated with point values and scenes
from sporting events.
Windows on the World Complete Wine Course - Kevin Zraly 2007
Looks at how and where wine is made and how this affects its quality and
pricing, including information on how the professionals taste and rate
wine, a country-by-country tour of the latest vintages, profiles of
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different types of wine, the fine art of tasting a wine, and more.
Wine Science - Jamie Goode 2014-04-03
This revolutionary book is the only indepth reference to detail the
processes, developments, and factors affecting the science of
winemaking. Jamie Goode, a highly regarded expert on the subject,
skilfully opens up this complex subject and explains the background to
the various processes involved and the range of issues surrounding their
uses. He reports on the vital progress in winemaking research that has
been made in the last decade and explains the practical application of
science with reference to the range of winemaking techniques used
around the world, as well as viticultural practices, organics and ecology,
and lifestyle influences. Written in a uniquely accessible style, the book is
divided into three sections covering the vineyard, the winery and human
interaction with wine. It also features over 80 illustrations and
photographs to help make even the most complex topics clear,
straightforward and easy to understand.
Flawless - Jamie Goode 2018-09-04
A New York Times Best Wine Book of 2018 Flawless is the first book of
its kind dedicated to exploring the main causes of faults in wine. From
cork taint, to volatile acidity, to off-putting aromas and flavors, all wine
connoisseurs have encountered unappealing qualities in a disappointing
bottle. But are all faults truly bad? Are some even desirable? Jamie
Goode brings his authoritative voice to the table once again to demystify
the science behind what causes a good bottle to go bad. By exposing the
root causes of faults in wine, Flawless challenges us to rethink our
assumptions about how wine should taste and how we can understand
beauty in a glass.
Soils for Fine Wines - Robert E. White 2003-07-31
In recent years, viticulture has seen phenomenal growth, particularly in
such countries as Australia, New Zealand, the United States, Chile, and
South Africa. The surge in production of quality wines in these countries
has been built largely on the practice of good enology and investment in
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high technology in the winery, enabling vintners to produce consistently
good, even fine wines. Yet less attention has been paid to the influence of
vineyard conditions on wines and their distinctiveness-an influence that
is embodied in the French concept of terroir. An essential component of
terroir is soil and the interaction between it, local climate, vineyard
practices, and grape variety on the quality of grapes and distinctiveness
of their flavor. This book considers that component, providing basic
information on soil properties and behavior in the context of site
selection for new vineyards and on the demands placed on soils for grape
growth and production of wines. Soils for Fine Wines will be of interest
to professors and upper-level students in enology, viticulture, soils and
agronomy as well as wine enthusiasts and professionals in the wine
industry.
Epistenology - Nicola Perullo 2020-12-08
We think we know how to appreciate wine—trained connoisseurs take
dainty sips in sterile rooms and provide ratings based on objective
knowledge and technical expertise. In Epistenology, Nicola Perullo
vigorously challenges this approach, arguing that it is the enjoyment of
drinking wine as an active and participatory experience that matters.
Perullo argues that wine comes to life not in the abstract space of the
professional tasting but in the real world of shared experiences; wines
can change in these encounters, and drinkers along with them. Just as a
winemaker is not simply a producer but a nurturer, a wine is fully known
only through an encounter among a group of drinkers in a specific place
and time. Wine is not an object to analyze but an experience to make,
creatively opening up new perceptual possibilities for settings, cuisines,
and companions. The result of more than twenty years of research and
practical engagement, Epistenology presents a new paradigm for the
enjoyment of wine and through it a philosophy based on participatory
and relational knowledge. This model suggests a profound shift—not
knowledge about but with wine. Interweaving philosophical arguments
with personal reflections and literary examples, this book is a journey
with wine that shows how it makes life more creative and free.
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